PLCs can get stuck. Research supports the contention that professional learning communities (PLCs) are a "path to change in the classroom" (DuFour, 1997). Teachers treading this path, however, can encounter obstacles or plateau as a result of five common challenges: incoherence, insularity, unequal participation, congeniality, and privacy.

Fortunately, teachers and the administrators who support them can overcome these obstacles with self-reflection and intentionality. Here, I describe how these five challenges play out in schools. The tool on pp. 66-68 provides discussion questions to help PLC members and facilitators reflect on these challenges and address them in their own work.

**CHALLENGE 1:** PROMOTE COHERENCE AND FOLLOW-THROUGH.

Traditional professional development is often too episodic and incoherent to impact teachers. Most teachers have experienced one-shot presentations from experts they’ll never see again on a topic they will never address again.

PLCs provide an alternative to this pattern. However, they do not automatically create more coherent and connected opportunities for teacher learning.

For example, at one California high school, teachers and principals engaged in Critical Friends Groups that demonstrated sophisticated use of discussion protocols. Teachers reflected on their own work and openly shared their teaching practices and dilemmas (Curry, 2008).

But because teachers chose the focus of each protocol-guided discussion, their conversations were broad-ranging and prevented sustained exploration of any one issue (Curry, 2008). Teachers never got to revisit past conversations or learn from colleagues’ efforts to change their instruction.

**CHALLENGE 2:** OVERCOME INSULARITY TO ENSURE NEW INPUT.

Continually meeting with the same group of colleagues can create good outcomes — like trust and shared routines — but it can also produce group-think. For example, in one of the Critical Friends Groups described previously, teachers developed “a privileged repertoire of oft-repeated instructional suggestions” (Curry, 2003, p. 257) that amounted to “self-evident pedagogic strategies” (Curry, 2003, p. 268) that limited innovative thinking. The group’s way of referencing favored pedagogies and buzzwords seemed to reinforce rather than challenge assumptions.

**CHALLENGE 3:** ENSURE EQUAL PARTICIPATION AND MAXIMAL LEARNING.

In our classrooms, many teachers want to equalize and maximize student participation because students who participate achieve deeper, more lasting learning and because classrooms are richer when we hear all voices. The same is true in our work with colleagues. PLCs where all of the members raise questions, offer their interpretation of data, or share advice create the most opportunities for everyone to learn.

In some PLCs, some participants rarely speak. In some PLCs, new teachers are told that in “your first year, don’t say anything, just sit there and be quiet” (Levine et al., 2015). In other PLCs, individuals are quiet because they are shy by nature or don’t yet feel safe taking the risks involved in making their thoughts and teaching public. Some teachers may limit their PLC participation because they don’t see how their contributions will benefit them or others.

**CHALLENGE 4:** MOVE PAST CONGENIALITY.

Most teachers are cordial and caring with each other. That can be good, producing comfort, solidarity, and trust. But it can also be a problem. A culture of niceness limits growth if teachers don’t also agree to give each other appropriate moments — and degrees — of candor (Evans, 2012).

Many of us find it easier to avoid exploring moments of disagreement or conflict, especially if a teacher’s starting premise is that we are all free to teach...
as we want and that it is not our role to challenge each another. However, PLCs thrive when we take responsibility for helping each other learn and improve.

Indeed, effective PLCs are premised on the notion that we will promote more student success if we align our work with one another’s and with the priority initiatives in our school and district.

At one Washington state high school, 24 colleagues — mostly English and social studies teachers — discovered the benefits of open disagreement during their monthly meetings to develop interdisciplinary humanities curriculum (Grossman, Wineburg, & Woolworth, 2001).

At first, they maintained the kind of surface harmony that typify the way many teachers get along (Achinstein, 2002). As their intensive work raised long-submerged differences and disagreements, the teachers rolled their eyes and ridiculed one another privately, yet the teachers would not address their tensions openly with each other.

In the end, they tolerated more open conflict and found value in their differing views. Their movement from open conflict and found value in their relations positively with and from each other in several ways.

For example, on Mondays, they shared data about attendance and student achievement to gain insights about how students were doing academically across classes. On Thursdays, they used discussion protocols to examine their teaching (Levine & Marcus, 2010) and plan for changes in their instruction. The protocols nudged colleagues to get involved in collaboratively solving problems with their peers.

GIVE YOUR WORK GREATER IMPACT

The challenges identified above emerged from research that I and others have done while watching teacher communities closely over long periods of time. PLCs can address these challenges by using the reflection tool on the following pages.

Use the tool to consider and discuss ways you could be creating even more learning for each other and, thus, for your students. I know personally that this work can be ego-threatening in the short term. But it is well worth the temporary discomfort.

You invest much time and energy in your PLC throughout a year. Help each other consider ways to give your work greater impact. Be gentle, supportive, and celebratory of each other as you agree to take more risks.
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5 PLC CHALLENGES: A REFLECTION TOOL

INSTRUCTIONS

For each of the five challenges, reflect on the key question. Use the “for consideration and discussion” questions to scaffold your thinking and discussions. Record your response as notes, bullet points, free writing, or any other format that works for you. Whenever possible, include specific examples.

PLC members should reflect individually first and then discuss their reactions as a group. As a team, explore possible action steps for overcoming one or more of the challenges and make a plan to hold one another accountable for the action steps.

CHALLENGE 1: PROMOTE COHERENCE AND FOLLOW-THROUGH.
Key question: Do we structure our work together to promote coherence, follow-up, and focused learning across meetings?

CONSIDER AND DISCUSS:

- Does what we do and talk about together in our PLC allow for sustained attention to one or two focused issues? Or does it instead encourage attention to many issues?
- Do we build on our prior work together?
- Do we hold each other accountable for bringing the insights of our collaborative work into our teaching?
- Do we bring experiments and data from our teaching back into our PLC?
- What routines or structures might help us maintain focus and follow-through?
### CHALLENGE 2: OVERCOME INSULARITY TO ENSURE NEW INPUT.

Key question: Does our PLC promote or limit our access to new ideas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIDER AND DISCUSS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• How did the members of the PLC come together?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who is not at the table who could or should be?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Are there opportunities to involve other staff (e.g. counselors, reading specialists, instructional coaches) or community members (e.g. parents) in some or all of our meetings? Would they be able to attend in person, or do we need another method such as videoconferencing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can we use more readings (e.g. articles, reports, books) to expand our thinking and improve teaching and learning?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHALLENGE 3: ENSURE EQUAL PARTICIPATION AND MAXIMAL LEARNING.

Key question: Who speaks? Who benefits?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIDER AND DISCUSS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Are there teachers who sometimes dominate conversation in PLC meetings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Are there teachers who tend to keep quiet in our group?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does our school encourage or discourage its newest members to share their questions and insights?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What might we do to maximize all of our ability to contribute to and gain from our joint work?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHALLENGE 4: MOVE PAST CONGENIALITY.
Key question: Where does our work fall on a continuum between maintaining surface harmony and openly exploring differing ideas?

**CONSIDER AND DISCUSS:**

- Do we notice and give voice to moments when we have different views of how to teach something or how best to work with a student?
- Do we intentionally explore differences in our teaching practices to create the potential to improve our teaching?
- Do the culture and climate of the PLC encourage honest and respectful dialogue? If not, what norms could we create to encourage safety and trust?
- What resources and activities could help us explore our differences in belief and practice (e.g. readings, discussion protocols, case studies)?

### CHALLENGE 5: DEPRIVATIZE PRACTICE.
Key question: How clearly do we allow others to see our teaching and the evidence of our students’ learning?

**CONSIDER AND DISCUSS:**

- Has our group fallen into any routines that get useful things done, but which have diminishing returns for our learning and growth?
- What activities could we add to help us learn from our actual work of teaching content, assessing outcomes, and working with specific students?
- Do we articulate what we do in the PLC and why?
- Could we bring artifacts from our teaching or student work to PLC colleagues to help them both learn from our strengths and help us see possible improvements?